CUCINA

IT’S ALL ABOUT YOU

TROPIC MIXER

BELGRAVIA SINK & MIXER

For over 20 years as a British supplier, Crosswater has strived for the quality and perfection that they
are now renowned for in the design and manufacture of brassware. Excelling with superb quality,
groundbreaking distinctive design and an instinctively innovative product range has led the brand to
become one of the most pioneering companies in the UK.
Offering an eclectic collection of kitchen taps and sinks leaving you spoilt for choice, Cucina is a
beautifully comprehensive range from the UK’s leading supplier of high quality bathroom brassware.
Making a splash with signature shapes and cutting-edge design, Crosswater’s re-entry into the kitchen
market promises a unique product offering that delivers quality, style and choice in abundance.
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AN OUTSTANDING
COLLECTION
OF KITCHEN TAPS
AND SINKS
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CROSSWATER IT’S ALL ABOUT YOU

PULL OUT SPRAYS
Looking for more from your kitchen tap? Our modish Pull Out Sprays
with a handy hose function are ideal for those in need of a practical
solution that doesn’t compromise on style. Complete with removable
tap heads at the end of hoses for added flexibility; get the most out of
your kitchen tap with this useful design feature.
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KITCHEN MIXERS
Whether you’re looking for a statement centerpiece or a complementary addition to your kitchen, the Cucina range has a style to suit all tastes and budgets.
Choose from a timeless range of traditional kitchen designs such as the classic Belgravia Crosshead tap or for those with a penchant for revolutionary design,
discover the contemporary shaping of the Svelte tap or opt for designs with a sleeker, streamlined aesthetic such as the Tropic tap. Whatever your preference,
Crosswater has a diverse assortment to match your ideal kitchen space.

FEATURE

SWIVEL SPOUTS
For maximum utility in the centre-of-action area of
the kitchen, Crosswater offers a comprehensive
range of taps with a smart and smooth swivel
feature in all of its single-spout designs.

FINISHES

CHROME OR BRUSHED STAINLESS STEEL EFFECT?
Cucina offers a great choice of finishes to match not only your kitchen’s theme, but also your own
personal style. From shiny chrome plated brass to smart, brushed stainless Steel effect on brass finishes;
your kitchen brassware can be aesthetically pleasing as well as fully functional.

KITCHEN MIXERS
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COOK
For the professional; a multifunctional option perfect for rinsing and washing.
Three different designs make up this stylish yet practical collection, complete
with useful features such as flexi and dual function sprays.
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Dual control kitchen mixer
with flexi spray
CO711DC £195.00

Side lever kitchen mixer
with flexi spray
CO717DC £195.00

Chrome

Chrome

Swivel spout

Swivel spout

Flexi spray

Flexi spray

Dual lever

Single lever

Water pressure: HP1

Water pressure: HP1

KITCHEN MIXERS COOK

Side lever kitchen mixer with
concealed dual function spray
CO714DC £195.00
Chrome
Swivel spout
Pull out spray
Single lever
Water pressure: HP1
Prices are inclusive of VAT. For product specifications see page 36.

KITCHEN MIXERS COOK
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SVELTE
Combining smooth curves with a graceful
silhouette, the Svelte tap is perfect for those
looking to add that final touch of elegance to
their kitchen.

Side lever kitchen mixer
SE714DC £155.00
Chrome
Swivel spout
Single lever
Water pressure: MP
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KITCHEN MIXERS SVELTE

Prices are inclusive of VAT. For product specifications see page 36.

KITCHEN MIXERS SVELTE
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DESIGN
A timeless design with modern performance, the Design range is available as a side
and single lever mixer. Suited to any manner of kitchen scheme, this collection offers
a simple yet statement contemporary tap solution.
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Side lever kitchen mixer
DE717DC £145.00

Single lever kitchen mixer
DE716DS £155.00

Chrome

Brushed Stainless Steel Effect

Swivel spout

Swivel spout

Single lever

Single lever

Water pressure: MP

Water pressure: MP

KITCHEN MIXERS DESIGN

See page 24 for our
full range of Stainless
Steel sinks.

Single lever kitchen mixer
DE716DC £135.00
Chrome
Swivel spout
Single lever
Water pressure: MP

Prices are inclusive of VAT. For product specifications see page 36.

KITCHEN MIXERS DESIGN
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VITAL

Also available as part
of a sink pack. See
page 30 for details.

Providing a stunning centrepiece for both classic
butler sinks and modern streamlined designs, our Vital
brassware is as stylish as it is practical – the idea choice
for timeless kitchen style.

Single lever kitchen mixer
VT710DC+ £75.00
Chrome
Swivel spout
Single lever
Water pressure: LP
Sink pack available, see page 30
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KITCHEN MIXERS VITAL

KH ZERO 5

With a subtle hint of traditional detailing, this design
combines modern functionality with a classic aesthetic
to create a true centrepiece.

Side lever kitchen mixer
KH05_712DC £275.00
Chrome
Swivel spout
Single lever
Water pressure: HP2

Prices are inclusive of VAT. For product specifications see page 36.

KITCHEN MIXERS KH ZERO 5
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TROPIC
Add designer style to your kitchen with the modern style of our Tropic kitchen brassware
range. Offering exceptional design and styling with outstanding performance across, the
Tropic collection is perfect for creating an ultra sleek look in kitchens.

Also available as part
of a sink pack. See
page 30 for details.

Dual control kitchen mixer
TP711DC £155.00
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Chrome

Side lever kitchen mixer
with concealed spray head
TP714DC £145.00

Swivel spout

Chrome

Dual lever

Swivel spout

Water pressure: HP1

Single lever

Sink pack available, see page 30

Water pressure: MP

KITCHEN MIXERS TROPIC

See page 24 for our
full range of Stainless
Steel sinks.

Side lever kitchen mixer
TP714DS £155.00
Brushed Stainless Steel Effect
Swivel spout
Single lever
Water pressure: MP

Prices are inclusive of VAT. For product specifications see page 36.

KITCHEN MIXERS TROPIC
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BELGRAVIA
A timeless design with modern performance, our classic Belgravia brassware offers a
designer element to traditional kitchen schemes. A refined choice for advocates of luxury
design, the Belgravia collection is presented with the option of crosshead or lever handles.

Belgravia Crosshead pair of bip taps
BL726DC £195.00
Chrome

Belgravia Crosshead two handle
kitchen mixer
BL711DC £215.00

Water pressure: LP

Chrome
Swivel spout
Dual lever
Water pressure: LP
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KITCHEN MIXERS BELGRAVIA

See page 35 for more
information on our
Belgravia semi inset
belfast kitchen sink.

Belgravia Lever dual lever
kitchen mixer
BL710DC_LV £269.00
Chrome
Swivel spout
Dual lever
Water pressure: LP

Prices are inclusive of VAT. For product specifications see page 36.

KITCHEN MIXERS BELGRAVIA
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TUBE
A sleek shape to perfect the stylish kitchen, the contemporary design of the Tube
brassware collection provides a beautifully crafted centrepiece for both traditional
and modern sinks.

Side lever kitchen mixer with
dual function spray
TU717DC £269.00

Round side lever kitchen mixer
TU714DC £199.00

Chrome

Swivel spout

Swivel spout

Single lever

Pull out spray

Water pressure: HP2

Single lever
Water pressure: HP3
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KITCHEN MIXERS TUBE

Chrome

See page 32 for
our full range of
Granite sinks.

Side lever kitchen mixer
TU713DC £199.00

Tall side lever kitchen mixer
TU715DS £265.00

Chrome

Brushed Stainless Steel Effect

Swivel spout

Swivel spout

Single lever

Single lever

Water pressure: HP2

Water pressure: HP2

Prices are inclusive of VAT. For product specifications see page 36.

KITCHEN MIXERS TUBE
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TUBE

See page 24 for our
full range of Stainless
Steel sinks.
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Side lever kitchen mixer
TU713DS £245.00

Round side lever kitchen mixer
TU714DS £235.00

Brushed Stainless Steel Effect

Brushed Stainless Steel Effect

Swivel spout

Swivel spout

Single lever

Single lever

Water pressure: HP1

Water pressure: HP1

KITCHEN MIXERS TUBE

See page 32 for
our full range of
Granite sinks.

Round tall side lever kitchen mixer
TU712DS £255.00
Brushed Stainless Steel Effect
Swivel spout
Single lever
Water pressure: HP1

Prices are inclusive of VAT. For product specifications see page 36.

KITCHEN MIXERS TUBE
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STAINLESS STEEL: THE
ULTIMATE LUXURY FINISH
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STAINLESS STEEL SINKS
Our new range of contemporary stainless steel sinks is expertly developed to cater to the modern kitchen space. A highly practical
material used in professional kitchens the world over, stainless steel is perfectly suited to this busy food preparation area, offering
resistance to heat, stains and scratches whilst also being effortlessly easy to clean and maintain.

Easy-to-clean

Fully de-aerated

Heat resistant

Scratch-resistant

Shock-resistant

Stain-resistant

CROSSWATER IT’S ALL ABOUT YOU

UV-resistant

3

SINK FEATURES

6

2
1

Draining board for food preparation, draining off and defrosting

2

Facility for waste disposal unit

3

Central sink mixer position increases the available space

4

Half basin for rinsing small item items and draining off

5

Pop up strainer waste

6

Deep basin for washing dishes and rinsing fruit and vegetables

7

Stainless Steel AISI 304 18/10

Ultra hygienic

1
5
4
7

Note: On selected sink models the mixer and pop up strainer holes are not
pre-drilled, this allows the sink to be universal left or right hand bowl. Holes
can be easily drilled during installation

STAINLESS STEEL SINKS
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DESIGN SINKS

1000

DESIGN 100 X 50

500

Offering a generous working
area, this 1.5 bowl kitchen sink is
accompanied by a large
grooved drainer, making it ideal
for multi-functional use.
DE100X50CT £379.00
1.5 bowl kitchen sink with drainer
Stainless Steel
w 1000 x d 500
Supplied with installation guide, pop-up
waste and overflow kit
Sink pack available, see page 30

860

DESIGN 86 X 50

500

Featuring the convenient
proportions of a classic kitchen
sink, the deep single bowl and
spacious drainer make it ideal
for everyday use.
DE86X50CT £299.00
Single bowl kitchen sink with drainer
Stainless Steel
w 860 x d 500
Supplied with installation guide, pop-up
waste and overflow kit
Sink pack available, see page 30

DESIGN 45 X 45

DE45X45UD £299.00
Single bowl kitchen sink
Stainless Steel
w 450 x d 450
Supplied with installation guide, waste
and overflow kit
Sink pack available, see page 30
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STAINLESS STEEL SINKS DESIGN

450

This smart and simple design
boasts a generously deep single
bowl, perfect for fuss-free
washing and rinsing.

450

DESIGN 23 X 45

230

450

Ideal for kitchens with limited
space, this compact single bowl
will slot neatly into the most
awkward of spaces without
compromising on function.
DE23X45UD £249.00
Single bowl kitchen sink
Stainless Steel
w 230 x d 450
Supplied with installation guide, waste
and overflow kit

670

DESIGN 67 X 45

450

Combining clean lines and two
generously deep bowls, this 1.5
design enables users to double up
on tasks and is completely
reversible to suit your needs.
DE67X45UDLH £549.00
DE67X45UDRH £549.00
1.5 bowl kitchen sink

Left hand

Reversible bowl
Stainless Steel
w 670 x d 450
Supplied with installation guide, waste
and overflow kit

Prices are inclusive of VAT.

STAINLESS STEEL SINKS DESIGN
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SVELTE SINKS

1000

SVELTE 100 X 52

520

Contemporary in form and
generously proportioned, the sleek
angled drainer effectively diverts
water to the design’s 1.5 bowls.
SE100X52BH £599.00
1.5 bowl kitchen sink with drainer
Stainless Steel
w 1000 x d 520
Supplied with installation guide, pop-up
waste and overflow kit

1000

SVELTE 100 X 52

520

This smart but simple option
combines a large drainer and
luxuriously-proportioned single
bowl, complemented perfectly by
the reflective stainless steel finish.
SE100X52CT £499.00
Single bowl kitchen sink with drainer
Stainless Steel
w 1000 x d 520
Supplied with installation guide, pop-up
waste and overflow kit

690

SVELTE 69 X 45

450

Not only suitable for dual tasks
with its functional 1.5 bowl, this
smart design is also reversible
to fit your spacial needs.
SE69X45UDLH £699.00
SE69X45UDRH £699.00
1.5 bowl kitchen sink
Reversible bowl
Stainless Steel
w 690 x d 450
Supplied with installation guide, waste
and overflow kit
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STAINLESS STEEL SINKS SVELTE

Left hand

450

SVELTE 45 X 45

450

Going back to basics, compact
proportions and a deep single
bowl make this design ideal for
single-purpose wash functions.
SE45X45UD £399.00
Single bowl kitchen sink
Stainless Steel
w 450 x d 450
Supplied with installation guide, waste
and overflow kit

570

SVELTE 57 X 45

450

This single bowl sink is ideal for
smaller kitchens, allowing the user
to perform basic but effective
washing and rinsing tasks.
SE57X45UD £459.00
Single bowl kitchen sink
Stainless Steel
w 570 x d 450
Supplied with installation guide, waste
and overflow kit

SVELTE 25 X 45

450

The ultimate compact design,
this smart 25 x 45cm sink
combines small proportions and
a narrow width to slot neatly into
any kitchen space.

250

SE25X45UD £349.00
Single bowl kitchen sink
Stainless Steel
w 250 x d 450
Supplied with installation guide, waste
and overflow kit

Prices are inclusive of VAT.

STAINLESS STEEL SINKS SVELTE
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STAINLESS STEEL SINK PACKS
Statement kitchen taps are making waves and the versatile design of our Vital and Tropic kitchen taps provides the
perfect complement to our sleek and stylish stainless steel sinks. Created to offer quality and function in abundance,
take a look at our selection of stainless steel sink packages available, guaranteed to add style to contemporary kitchens.

VITAL COUNTER PACK
Vital single lever kitchen mixer
Chrome
Swivel spout
Single lever
Water pressure: LP
Design 86 x 50 sink
Single bowl kitchen sink with drainer
Stainless Steel
w 860 x d 500
Supplied with installation guide, pop-up
waste and overflow kit
VITALPACK1 £399.00

VITAL TWIN COUNTER PACK
Vital single lever kitchen mixer
Chrome
Swivel spout
Single lever
Water pressure: LP
Design 100 x 50 sink
1.5 bowl kitchen sink with drainer
Stainless Steel
w 1000 x d 500
Supplied with installation guide, pop-up
waste and overflow kit
VITALPACK2 £475.00

VITAL UNDER MOUNT PACK
Vital single lever kitchen mixer
Chrome
Swivel spout
Single lever
Water pressure: LP
Design 45 x 45 sink
Single bowl kitchen sink
Stainless Steel
w 450 x d 450
Supplied with installation guide, waste
and overflow kit
VITALPACK3 £399.00
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STAINLESS STEEL SINKS PACKS

TROPIC COUNTER PACK
Tropic Dual control kitchen mixer
Chrome
Swivel spout
Dual lever
Water pressure: HP1
Design 86 x 50 sink
Single bowl kitchen sink with drainer
Stainless Steel
w 860 x d 500
Supplied with installation guide, pop-up
waste and overflow kit
TROPICPACK1 £399.00

TROPIC TWIN COUNTER PACK
Tropic Dual control kitchen mixer
Chrome
Swivel spout
Dual lever
Water pressure: HP1
Design 100 x 50 sink
1.5 bowl kitchen sink with drainer
Stainless Steel
w 1000 x d 500
Supplied with installation guide, pop-up
waste and overflow kit
TROPICPACK2 £475.00

TROPIC UNDER MOUNT PACK
Tropic Dual control kitchen mixer
Chrome
Swivel spout
Dual lever
Water pressure: HP1
Design 45 x 45 sink
Single bowl kitchen sink
Stainless Steel
w 450 x d 450
Supplied with installation guide, waste
and overflow kit
TROPICPACK3 £399.00
Prices are inclusive of VAT.

STAINLESS STEEL SINKS PACKS
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CHOOSE OUR BELGRAVIA
CERAMIC SINK FOR THAT
TRADITIONAL FINISH
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GRANITE SINKS
With a natural aesthetic and feel, our range of Cucina ceramic and stone resin sinks are made from a superior mix of natural
granite and quartz, combined with synthetic resin using some of the most advanced manufacturing technologies. The result is a
sink of outstanding strength, durability and toughness that is ideal for busy spaces. Explore our range of traditional Belfast styles,
modern rectangular designs with multiple bowl and drainer options, and statement oval-shaped sinks, all of which offer a strikingly
bold and unique statement for the kitchen.

Easy-to-clean

Fully de-aerated

Heat resistant

Scratch-resistant

Shock-resistant

Stain-resistant

UV-resistant

Ultra hygienic

CROSSWATER IT’S ALL ABOUT YOU

SINK FEATURES
1

Draining board for food preparation, draining off and defrosting

2

Facility for waste disposal unit

3

Central sink mixer position increases the available space

4

Brushed stainless Steel effect outlet

5

Half basin for rinsing small item items and draining off

6

Pop up strainer waste

7

Deep basin for washing dishes and rinsing fruit and vegetables

3
1

2

4

5

7

6

Note: On selected sink models the mixer and pop up strainer holes are not
pre-drilled, this allows the sink to be universal left or right hand bowl. Holes
can be easily drilled during installation
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GRANITE SINKS

TONE

560

460

Smart with a modern aesthetic,
its spacious double bowl
supplies ample space to fill,
wash and drain with ease.
KS_TN5646RB £389.00
Single bowl kitchen sink
Granite/quartz
Metallic black
w 560 x d 460 x h 215mm
Supplied with installation template and
McAlpine waste and overflow kit

1000

TONE 2

510

Ceramic sinks offer a simple
design to go in any kitchen, and
compliment both traditional and
contemporary style taps alike.
KS_TN10051RB £545.00
1.5 bowl kitchen sink with drainer
Reversible bowl
Granite/quartz
Metallic black
w 1000 x d 510 x h 207mm
Supplied with installation template and
McAlpine waste and overflow kit

TUBE

KS_TU8050RB £525.00
Single bowl kitchen sink with drainer
Reversible bowl
Granite/quartz
Metallic black
w 800 x d 500 x h 205mm
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GRANITE SINKS

500

Perfect for kitchens with limited
space, this design combines
clean, contemporary lines with a
single oval bowl for striking impact.

800

1000

TEMPO

500

A streamlined option with a
flush appearance, Tone offers a
conventional rectangular layout
with a double bowl and draining
space for enhanced practical style.
KS_TE10050RB £525.00
1.5 bowl kitchen sink with drainer
Reversible bowl
Granite/quartz
Metallic black
w 1000 x d 500 x h 230mm
Supplied with installation template and
McAlpine waste and overflow kit

OVALÉ

1100

540

Super-stylish with an oval
silhouette, it features a double
bowl as well as space for
draining and chopping.
KS_TU11054RB £1399.00
1.5 bowl kitchen sink
Granite/quartz
Metallic black
w 1100 x d 540 x h 175mm
Supplied with installation template and
McAlpine waste and overflow kit

BELGRAVIA

630

Compact and contemporary,
this single bowl design with
deep inset is ideal for kitchens
with restricted worktop space.
630

KS_BL5963CW £545.00
Semi inset belfast kitchen sink
Granite/quartz
Polar white
w 595 x d 630 x h 210mm

Prices are inclusive of VAT.

GRANITE SINKS
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KITCHEN MIXERS SPECIFICATIONS
230
228

190

252

597

573

401

386
260

218

192

217
Cook side lever kitchen mixer with
concealed dual function spray
CO714DC £195.00

Cook dual control kitchen mixer
with flexi spray
CO711DC £195.00

Cook side lever kitchen mixer
with flexi spray
CO717DC £195.00

Svelte side lever kitchen mixer
SE714DC £155.00

Chrome

Chrome

Chrome

Swivel spout

Swivel spout

Swivel spout

Swivel spout

Single lever

Flexi spray

Flexi spray

Flexi spray

Water pressure: MP

Single lever

Dual lever

Single lever

Water pressure: HP1

Water pressure: HP1

Water pressure: HP1

232

224

Chrome

224

269
277

277

307

277

Design single lever kitchen mixer
DE716DS £155.00

Design single lever kitchen mixer
DE716DC £135.00

Vital single lever kitchen mixer
VT710DC+ £75.00

Chrome

Brushed Stainless Steel Effect

Chrome

Chrome

Swivel spout

Swivel spout

Swivel spout

Swivel spout

Single lever

Single lever

Single lever

Single lever

Water pressure: MP

Water pressure: MP

Water pressure: MP

Water pressure: LP

248

226

148

123

155

155

Design side lever kitchen mixer
DE717DC £145.00

248

230

Swivel spout

Tropic side lever kitchen mixer
TP714DS £155.00

Chrome

Tropic side lever kitchen mixer
with concealed spray head
TP714DC £145.00

Swivel spout

Chrome

Swivel spout

Single lever

Dual lever

Swivel spout

Single lever

Water pressure: HP2

Water pressure: HP1

Single lever

Water pressure: MP

Water pressure: MP
36

261

Chrome

377

377

Tropic dual control kitchen mixer
TP711DC £155.00

261

279

309

391
239
KH ZERO 5 side lever kitchen mixer
KH05_712DC £275.00

KITCHEN MIXERS SPECIFICATIONS

Brushed Stainless Steel Effect

194
213

174
145

313

355

411
318

337
244

256
128
Belgravia Crosshead pair of bip taps
BL726DC £195.00
Chrome

Belgravia Crosshead two handle
kitchen mixer
BL711DC £215.00

Belgravia Lever dual lever
kitchen mixer
BL710DC_LV £269.00

Tube side lever kitchen mixer with
dual function spray
TU717DC £269.00

Water pressure: LP

Chrome

Chrome

Chrome

Swivel spout

Swivel spout

Swivel spout

Dual lever

Dual lever

Pull out spray

Water pressure: LP

Water pressure: LP

Single lever
Water pressure: HP3

190

238

225
225

222

291

Tube side lever kitchen mixer
TU713DC £199.00

Tube tall side lever kitchen mixer
TU715DS £265.00

Tube side lever kitchen mixer
TU713DS £245.00

Chrome

Chrome

Brushed Stainless Steel Effect

Brushed Stainless Steel Effect

Swivel spout

Swivel spout

Swivel spout

Swivel spout

Single lever

Single lever

Single lever

Single lever

Water pressure: HP2

Water pressure: HP2

Water pressure: HP2

Water pressure: HP1

306

372

397

322

406
287
Tube round side lever kitchen mixer
TU714DC £199.00

220
248

422

261

288

377
Tube round side lever kitchen mixer
TU714DS £235.00
Brushed Stainless Steel Effect

Tube round tall side lever
kitchen mixer
TU712DS £255.00

Swivel spout

Brushed Stainless Steel Effect

Single lever

Swivel spout

Water pressure: HP1

Single lever
Water pressure: HP1

Prices are inclusive of VAT.

KITCHEN MIXERS SPECIFICATIONS
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STYLE FINDER
Choose from a comprehensive collection of inspiring designs and innovative
finishes to suit your kitchen, personal style and lifestyle requirements.

FLEXI
SPRAY
W

COOK

CO711DC

W

COOK

CO714DC

W

COOK

CO717DC

W

SVELTE

SE714DC

DESIGN
DESIGN

PULL OUT
SPRAY

SINGLE
LEVER

DUAL
LEVER

STAINLESS
CHROME STEEL
EFFECT
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SWIVEL
SPOUT

TROPIC
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BL711DC

W
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W
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BL710DC_LV

W

TUBE

TU717DC
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TUBE

TU714DC

W

W

W
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TUBE

TU713DC

W

W

W
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TUBE

TU715DS

W

W

W
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TUBE

TU713DS

W

W

W
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TUBE

TU714DS

W

W

W
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TUBE

TU712DS

W

W

W
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STYLE FINDER
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PRICES

CLEANING & MAINTENANCE

This price list supersedes all previous publications with goods
being invoiced at prices ruling on date of despatch. Prices
are subject to alteration without notice and include VAT.

Cucina Mixers
All Crosswater products should be cleaned with warm soapy
water only and polished with a clean, soft, dry cloth.

DELIVERY
Orders in excess of £50.00 net invoice value will not be
subject to carriage charge and will be delivered within two
working days from receipt of order. Orders below £50.00
will be subject to a fixed charge of £5.00. Any claims for
non-delivery, shortage or damaged goods must be reported
in writing to the company within 7 working days from date of
delivery. Such claims will not be accepted for deliveries to a
third party delivery address.

RETURNED GOODS

When installing wall mounted products Crosswater strongly
recommend making provisions for an in-wall access point,
particularly when tiling, for maintenance purposes.
Cucina Sinks
- Clean regularly with hot soapy water and a soft Micro
fibre cloth (eg. E-cloth).
- A good quality lime scale remover such as Viakal or 		
a 50% mix of water and white vinegar can be used to 		
remove lime scale deposits, ensure to rinse thoroughly after
use, do not leave the vinegar in contact with the surface.
- A nylon scratch pad or toothbrush can be used with
a compound like “Bar Keepers Friend” to remove more 		
stubborn stains.

Goods may only be returned for credit after receiving
written agreement from the company. Cancelled orders
will be subject to a fixed charge of 25%. Damaged goods
will not be accepted. Non faulty goods may be returned
within 21 days of the purchase date; all returned items
should be in the original packaging and will be subject to
25% fixed charge. Special orders are non returnable.

- Always clean the sink with an anti-bacterial cleaner and 		
rinse with hot water after cleaning or preparing foodstuffs.

RETENTION OF TITLE

This guarantee does not cover damage during fitting, misuse
or inappropriate cleaning, shower hoses or cartridges as
these are guaranteed for 1 year. Care should be taken in hard
water areas to ensure the cartridge is regularly cleaned.

Ownership of goods shall remain in the Company until full
payment has been received for all goods comprised in this
contract. If any goods are re-sold before payment is made
the Company’s right of ownership shall be transferred to the
proceeds of sale or to the claim for such proceeds.

15 YEAR GUARANTEE*
All Crosswater products, unless otherwise stated carry a 15
year guarantee, which covers all manufacturing defaults.

LIABILITY
All quotations are given and goods sold subject to the
conditions that the seller’s liability is limited to goods proved
to have been defective in material or workmanship when they
left the sellers works. No claim will be accepted where goods
have not been used for the purpose for which they were
intended, not fitted correctly, not maintained to the seller’s
recommended standards or have been abused or misused.

*Cucina sinks carry a 10 year guarantee.

ERRORS & OMISSIONS

Whilst the majority of Crosswater products are compatible,
care should be taken on product selection prior to ordering
to avoid installation issues. Technical drawings are available
on our website or on request.

In the interest of continuing design and development and
product improvement, Crosswater reserve the right to
change colour, designs and product specifications without
prior notice.

CUCINA SINKS
Each sink is manufactured to comply with EN 13310:2005

PRODUCT COMPATIBILITY

WATER PRESSURE (RECOMMENDATIONS)
LP		minimum 0.2 bar
MP
minimum 0.5 bar
HP1
minimum 1 bar
HP2
minimum 2 bar
HP3
minimum 3 bar
HP4
minimum 4 bar

Designed and produced by In The White Room
www.inthewhiteroom.com
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Crosswater is a unique range
of designer brassware and
showering solutions.

Simpsons is a comprehensive
range of shower enclosures and
modular wetroom solutions.

Bauhaus is a stylish collection
of basins, sanitaryware and a
versatile range of bathroom
furniture.

Crosswater Cucina is an
outstanding collection of
kitchen taps and sinks.

Crosswater Digital offers
innovative digital showering
with the latest technology.

www.crosswater.co.uk

www.simpsons-enclosures.co.uk

www.bauhaus-bathrooms.co.uk

www.crosswater-cucina.co.uk

www.crosswaterdigital.co.uk

DIGITAL VERSIONS OF ALL BROCHURES
Please consider viewing our brochure electronically, either by downloading them or view them
interactively online. By doing so, you’ll help support the environment in reducing printed material
and it also gives you a quick and easy way to view our entire range of products.

Registered trade mark number
(GB & N Ireland) 2447673 (Eire) 237345
Lake View House, Rennie Drive, Dartford, Kent, DA1 5FU
tel: 0345 873 8840 fax: 0345 873 8841
email: sales@crosswater.co.uk
Part of Crosswater Holdings Ltd
www.crosswater.co.uk

TO VIEW OUR WEBSITE
SCAN THIS QR CODE

